
Nucleon structure: Knowns, known unknowns and unknown unknowns
Gerald A. Miller UW

• Known- proton radius -0.84 fm. Small radius


• Known unknown- why does Bloom Gilman duality occur?


• Known unknown- confinement mechanism how does QCD yield 
confinement


• Known unknowns- GPDs, TMDs


• Unknown unknowns- not known, but maybe stuff needed to 
understand confinement


• Known unknown - cause of EMC effect- nucleon structure in the 
nucleus THIS TALK 
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Deep in the nucleus:
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out if a collision
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p31
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Welcome to the digital edition of the May 2013 issue of CERN Courier.

Last July, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations announced the discovery of 
a new particle at the LHC with a mass of 125 GeV. They referred to it as a 
“Higgs-like boson” because further data were needed to pin down more of its 
properties. Now, the collaborations have amassed enough evidence to identify 
the new particle as a Higgs boson, although the question remains of whether 
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Effect is small,  for x between 0.3 and 0.7 linear decrease with x

In deep inelastic scattering from nuclei

(1982)
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Ideas: ~1000 papers 3 ideas

• Proper treatment of known  effects: binding, 
Fermi motion, pionic- NO nuclear modification 
of internal nucleon/pion quark structure 

• Quark based- high momentum suppression 
implies larger confinement volume   

•   bound nucleon is larger than free one- a 
mean field effect-  

•  multi-nucleon clusters - beyond the mean 
field  

p2 − M2 virtuality small

p2 − M2 virtuality large

3
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MA

p
p2 6= M2

Nucleus A-1

p+ q
q

�⇤
On mass shell 
state

Off-mass shell

a A-1   nucleus is low-lying state 
is form factor of  
“large”  proton

b
A- nucleus is 1 fast nucleon +A-2 nucleus 
the struck nucleon is part of correlated pair SRC

If Nucleus A-1 is highly excited,  then p2 �M2 is big

Such large virtuality occurs from two nearby  correlated nucleons  
Highly virtually nucleon is not a nucleon- different quark config.

       Nuclear Virtuality
X
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Schematic  
two-component 
nucleon model

... ...+ ✏✏

... ...+ ✏✏M

Free nucleon Suppression of Point Like Configurations
Frankfurt Strikman

Blob-like config:BLC 
Point-like config: PLC

PLC smaller, fewer quarks 
high x

Bound  nucleon

A-2

1 1Medium interacts with BLC 
energy denominator increases 

PLC Suppressed   

|✏M | < |✏|U
N



Quark structure of nucleon
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... ...+ ✏

Schematic  
two-component 
nucleon model: 
Blob-like config:BLC 
Point-like config: PLC

BLC
PLC

gives high x 
q(x) PLC doesn’t interact with nucleus

Frankfurt- 
Strikman
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factors is obtained using only two components and
the flavor-independent parameter a = 0.531 ± 0.037.
This gives some justification to the simple two-state
picture of the present model.

The ratio

q3(x)/q4(x) = 0.8/(1 � w(x)) = f(x) (6)

which increases monotonically with increasing x, as
expected by the intuition inherent in Eq. (??) with
df/dx > 1. I The functions w(x), f(x) and df(x)/dx

are shown in Fig. 1. Note that df/dx is exceptionally
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FIG. 1. w(x), f(x), df
dx

large, varying between 10 and 40 as the value of x

increases.
It is reasonable to associate the PLC. with q3 be-

cause the ratio q3/q4 = f(x) becomes dramatically
larger as the value of x increases. In this model BLC
is associated with q4, and the PLC component occurs
only with up quarks.

1. New stu↵

We take advantage of the fact that the model of [?
] with modified parameters fits the data. Thus we
have in free space

u = (2 � ru)q3 + ruq4, (7)

d = (1 � rd)q3 + rdq4 (8)

This generalizes the model, and the parameters ru,d

can be chosen to fit the data.
The proton wave function is characterized by

u + d = (3 � ru � rd)q3 + (ru + rd)q4, (9)

and the neutron wave function is characterized by

d + u = (3 � ru � rd)q3 + (ru + rd)q4. (10)

We associate q3 with the PLC and q4 with the BLC.
In the original model [? ] the BLC and PLC have
equal probabilities. This is unfortunate because it
means that the bare PLC and BLC are degenerate ,
see below. The PLC probability PPLC is given by

PPLC =
3 � ru � rd

3
. (11)

We need 0  rd,u  1 for the model to be reasonable.
Note that

F2p = 4/9u + d/9 (12)

F2n = 4/9d + u/9 (13)

At high x the q3 term dominates so

lim
x!1

F2n

F2p
=

6 � ru � 4rd

9 � 4ru � rd
(14)

B. Two-State Model of free nucleon

Working out the consequences of the BLC-PLC
model enables the connection between the EMC ef-
fect and virtuality to be clarified. The Hamiltonian
for a free nucleon in the two-component model can
be expressed schematically by the matrix

H0 =


EB V

V EP

�
, |Ni =

1p
1 + ✏2

(|Bi + ✏|P i)

where B represents BLC and P the PLC. The PLC is
spatially much smaller than the BLC, so that EP �
EB . The bare mass di↵erence between the PLC and
the BLC is �. The hard-interaction potential, V ,
connects the two components, causing the eigenstates
of H0 to be |Ni and |Xi rather than |Bi and |P i. The
normalized eigenstates are given by

|Ni =
1p

1 + ✏2
(|Bi + ✏|P i), (15)

|Xi =
1p

1 + ✏2
(�✏|Bi + |P i). (16)

In lowest-order perturbation theory ✏ = V/(EB �
EP ).

The notation |Xi is used to denote the orthogo-
nal excited state. The solution of the Schroedinger
equation gives the results:

✏ = � 2V
�

1

1+
q

1+ 4V 2

�2

(17)

2V
� = �2✏

1�✏2 . (18)

Here � = EP �EB > 0 It is worthwhile to make the
definition

� ⌘
p

�2 + 4V 2, (19)

Free space 
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Then

✏ = � 2V
�+�

(20)

Now

PPLC =
✏
2

1 + ✏2
= 1 � (ru + rd)/3. (21)

This determines the value of ✏, since rd,u is deter-
mined by fitting to a free nucleon.

The mass of the free nucleon is given by

M = �1/2� + M0. (22)

C. Medium e↵ects

Now suppose the nucleon (n or p) is bound to a
nucleus. The nucleon feels an attractive nuclear po-
tential, here represented by H1(n, p), with

H1(n, p) =


Un,p 0

0 0

�
, (23)

to represent the idea that only the large-sized compo-
nent of the nucleon feels the influence of the nuclear
attraction. The treatment of the nuclear interaction,
Un,p, as a number is clearly a simplification because
the interaction necessarily varies with the relevant
kinematics.

Drop the subscripts n, p for the next bit.
The complete Hamiltonian H = H0 + H1 is:

H =


EB � |U | V

V EP

�
, |NiM =

1p
1 + ✏

2
M

(|Bi + ✏M |P i)

in which the attractive nature of the nuclear binding
potential is emphasized. Then interactions with the
nucleus increase the energy di↵erence between the
bare BLC and PLC states and thereby decreases the
PLC probability.

Diagonalizing and keeping |U to first order gives
the medium-modified mass of the nucleon, M̃ as

M̃ = M � 1/2(1 + �/�)|U |. (24)

The medium-modified nucleon and its excited
state, |NiM and |XiM , are now

|NiM =
1p

1 + ✏
2
M

(|Bi + ✏M |P i) (25)

|XiM =
1p

1 + ✏
2
M

(�✏M |Bi + |P i), (26)

Solving gives

✏M (n, p) = ✏(1 � |U(n, p)|
2�

) (27)

Define

�(n, p) ⌘ � |U(n, p)|
2�

(28)

The medium-modified values of ru,d are defined as
r̃u,d(n, p). so that Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) become

ũ(n, p) = (2 � r̃u(n, p)q3 + r̃u(n, p)q4, (29)

d̃(n, p) = (1 � r̃d(n, p))q3 + r̃d(n, p)q4 (30)

and Eq. (21) is modified to

PPLC(n, p) = ✏M (n,p)2

1+✏M (n,p)2 = 1 � (r̃u(n, p) + r̃d(n, p))/3.

(31)

Then to first-order

r̃u(n, p) + r̃d(n, p) = ru + rd � 6
�(n, p)

1 + ✏2
(32)

The next step is to relate U to the virtuality. Ignore
Suppose a photon interacts with a virtual nucleon
of four-momentum Pmiss The three-momentum Pmiss

opposes the A � 1 recoil momentum p ⌘ Pmiss =
�PA�1. The mass of the on-shell recoiling nucleus
is given by M

⇤
A�1 = MA � M + E, where E > 0

represents the excitation energy of the spectator A�1
nucleus, to find [? ]

M
2V = P

2
miss � M

2 (33)

= (MA �
q

(M⇤
A�1)

2 + p2 )2 � p2 � M
2 (34)

which reduces in the non-relativistic limit to

M
2V ⇡ �2M

✓
p2

2Mr
+ E(n, p)

◆
, (35)

where the reduced mass Mr = M(A � 1)/A. The
virtuality, V(n, p), is less than 0, and its magnitude
increases with both the A � 1 excitation energy and
the initial momentum of the struck nucleon.

Refs. [? ? ] obtained a relation between the po-
tential U(n, p) and the virtuality V(n, p) by using the
extension of the Schroedinger equation to an operator
form:

p2

2Mr
+ U(n, p) = �E(n, p), (36)

so that p2

2Mr
+ E(n, p) = �U(n, p) = |U |(n, p) and

V(n, p) =
�2|U |(n, p)

M
, (37)

Medium (M)

ϵM = ϵ (1 − |U | /(2 (EP − EB)2 + 4V2))
qM = q + 1/2(ϵM − ϵ)qB(qP /qB−1) = q + 1/2qB(ϵM − ϵ)( f(x)−1)

ϵM < ϵ,
df
dx

> 0,
qM

q
= 1 + function that decreases with x

ϵM − ϵ ∝ U ∝
p2 − M2

2M
virtuality what is f(x)



Previous model not complete: 
Needs specific x-dependence for BLC & PLC   
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Veneziano model and hence to a nontrivial connection with Regge theory and the hadron spectrum.
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Introduction.—Generalized parton distributions (GPDs)
[1–3] have emerged as a comprehensive tool to describe the
nucleon structure as probed in hard scattering processes.
GPDs link nucleon form factors (FFs) to longitudinal parton
distributions (PDFs), and their first moment provides the
angular momentum contribution of the nucleon constituents
to its total spin through Ji’s sum rule [2]. The GPDs also
encode information of the three-dimensional spatial structure
of the hadrons: the Fourier transform of the GPDs gives the
transverse spatial distribution of partons in correlation with
their longitudinal momentum fraction x [4].
Since a precise knowledge of PDFs is required for the

analysis and interpretation of the scattering experiments in
the LHC era, considerable efforts have been made to
determine PDFs and their uncertainties by global fitting
collaborations such as MMHT [5], CT [6], NNPDF [7], and
HERAPDF [8]. Lattice QCD calculations are using differ-
ent methods, such as path-integral formulation of the deep-
inelastic scattering hadronic tensor [9–11], the inversion
method [12,13], quasi-PDFs [14–18], pseudo-PDFs
[19,20], and lattice cross sections [21], to obtain the
x dependence of the PDFs. The current status and chal-
lenges for a meaningful comparison of lattice calculations
with the global fits of PDFs can be found in [22].

There has been recent interest in the study of parton
distributions using the framework of light-front holo-
graphic QCD (LFHQCD), an approach to hadron structure
based on the holographic embedding of light-front dynam-
ics in a higher dimensional gravity theory, with the
constraints imposed by the underlying superconformal
algebraic structure [23–29]. This effective semiclassical
approach to relativistic bound-state equations in QCD
captures essential aspects of the confinement dynamics
that are not apparent from the QCD Lagrangian, such as the
emergence of a mass scale ! # "2, a unique form of the
confinement potential, and a zero mass state in the chiral
limit: the pion and universal Regge trajectories for mesons
and baryons.
Various models of parton distributions based on

LFHQCD [30–51] use as a starting point the analytic form
of GPDs found in Ref. [52]. This simple analytic form
incorporates the correct high-energy counting rules of FFs
[53,54] and the GPD’s t-momentum transfer dependence.
One can also obtain effective light-front wave functions
(LFWFs) [28,55] that are relevant for the computation of
FFs and PDFs, including polarization-dependent distribu-
tions [43,44,47]. LFWFs are also used to study the skew-
ness # dependence of the GPDs [41,45,48,50,51] and other
parton distributions such as the Wigner distribution func-
tions [38,43]. The downside of the above phenomenologi-
cal extensions of the holographic model is the large number
of parameters required to describe simultaneously PDFs
and FFs for each flavor.
Motivated by our recent analysis of the nucleon FFs in

LFHQCD [56], we extend here our previous results for
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Introduction.—Generalized parton distributions (GPDs)
[1–3] have emerged as a comprehensive tool to describe the
nucleon structure as probed in hard scattering processes.
GPDs link nucleon form factors (FFs) to longitudinal parton
distributions (PDFs), and their first moment provides the
angular momentum contribution of the nucleon constituents
to its total spin through Ji’s sum rule [2]. The GPDs also
encode information of the three-dimensional spatial structure
of the hadrons: the Fourier transform of the GPDs gives the
transverse spatial distribution of partons in correlation with
their longitudinal momentum fraction x [4].
Since a precise knowledge of PDFs is required for the

analysis and interpretation of the scattering experiments in
the LHC era, considerable efforts have been made to
determine PDFs and their uncertainties by global fitting
collaborations such as MMHT [5], CT [6], NNPDF [7], and
HERAPDF [8]. Lattice QCD calculations are using differ-
ent methods, such as path-integral formulation of the deep-
inelastic scattering hadronic tensor [9–11], the inversion
method [12,13], quasi-PDFs [14–18], pseudo-PDFs
[19,20], and lattice cross sections [21], to obtain the
x dependence of the PDFs. The current status and chal-
lenges for a meaningful comparison of lattice calculations
with the global fits of PDFs can be found in [22].

There has been recent interest in the study of parton
distributions using the framework of light-front holo-
graphic QCD (LFHQCD), an approach to hadron structure
based on the holographic embedding of light-front dynam-
ics in a higher dimensional gravity theory, with the
constraints imposed by the underlying superconformal
algebraic structure [23–29]. This effective semiclassical
approach to relativistic bound-state equations in QCD
captures essential aspects of the confinement dynamics
that are not apparent from the QCD Lagrangian, such as the
emergence of a mass scale ! # "2, a unique form of the
confinement potential, and a zero mass state in the chiral
limit: the pion and universal Regge trajectories for mesons
and baryons.
Various models of parton distributions based on

LFHQCD [30–51] use as a starting point the analytic form
of GPDs found in Ref. [52]. This simple analytic form
incorporates the correct high-energy counting rules of FFs
[53,54] and the GPD’s t-momentum transfer dependence.
One can also obtain effective light-front wave functions
(LFWFs) [28,55] that are relevant for the computation of
FFs and PDFs, including polarization-dependent distribu-
tions [43,44,47]. LFWFs are also used to study the skew-
ness # dependence of the GPDs [41,45,48,50,51] and other
parton distributions such as the Wigner distribution func-
tions [38,43]. The downside of the above phenomenologi-
cal extensions of the holographic model is the large number
of parameters required to describe simultaneously PDFs
and FFs for each flavor.
Motivated by our recent analysis of the nucleon FFs in

LFHQCD [56], we extend here our previous results for
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• 4 dimensional QFT equivalent to 5 dim. gravitational theory- space time is bent 
(Maldecena conjecture), holographic dual 

• Bottom up procedure: construct four dimensional light front wave equation that has 
holographic dual 

• Use holographic dual to compute electromagnetic form factors for systems of 
arbitrary spins, arbitrary number of particles 

• Form factor is a Beta function, reparametrization invariance gives 

 in a flexible form amenable to fitting data,  is parton number 

•

Fτ(t) = ∫ Hτ(x, t) dx τ
/11

LFQCD -good description of

much data



Nucleon pdfs 
uv(x) = 3/2q3(x)+1/2q4(x), dv(x) = q4(x)

uV(x) + dV(x) = 3/2q3(x)+3/2q4(x)

8

3

Nucleon GPDs

The nucleon GPDs are extracted from nucleon FF
data [66–70] choosing specific x- and t-dependences of
the GPDs for each flavor. One then finds the best fit
reproducing the measured FFs and the valence PDFs.
In our analysis of nucleon FFs [56], three free parame-
ters are required: These are r, interpreted as an SU(6)
breaking e↵ect for the Dirac neutron FF, and �p and �n,
which account for the probabilities of higher Fock com-
ponents (meson cloud), and are significant only for the
Pauli FFs. The hadronic scale � is fixed by the ⇢-Regge
trajectory [28], whereas the Pauli FFs are normalized to
the experimental values of the anomalous magnetic mo-
ments.

Helicity Non-Flip Distributions

Using the results from [56] for the Dirac flavor FFs,
we write the spin non-flip valence GPDs H

q(x, t) =
q(x) exp [tf(x)] with

uv(x) =
⇣
2 � r

3

⌘
q⌧=3(x) +

r

3
q⌧=4(x), (16)

dv(x) =

✓
1 � 2r

3

◆
q⌧=3(x) +

2r

3
q⌧=4(x), (17)

for the u and d PDFs normalized to the valence content
of the proton:

R 1
0 dxuv(x) = 2 and

R 1
0 dx dv(x) = 1. The

PDF q⌧ (x) and the profile function f(x) are given by (9)
and (10), and w(x) is given by (15). Positivity of the
PDFs implies that r  3/2, which is smaller than the
value r = 2.08 found in [56]. We shall use the maximum
value r = 3/2, which does not change significantly our
results in [56].
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FIG. 1. Comparison for xq(x) in the proton from LFHQCD
(red bands) and global fits: MMHT2014 (blue bands) [5],
CT14 [6] (cyan bands), and NNPDF3.0 (grey bands) [77].
LFHQCD results are evolved from the initial scale µ0 = 1.06±
0.15GeV.

The PDFs (16) and (17) are evolved to a higher

scale µ with the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi (DGLAP) equation [71–73] in the MS scheme using
the HOPPET toolkit [74]. The initial scale is chosen at
the matching scale between LFHQCD and pQCD as µ0 =
1.06 ± 0.15GeV [75] in the MS scheme at next-to-next-
to-leading order (NNLO). The strong coupling constant
↵s at the scale of the Z-boson mass is set to 0.1182 [76],
and the heavy quark thresholds are set with MS quark
masses as mc = 1.28GeV and mb = 4.18GeV [76]. The
PDFs are evolved to µ

2 = 10GeV2 at NNLO to com-
pare with the global fits by the MMHT [5], CT [6], and
NNPDF [77] collaborations as shown in Fig. 1. The value
a = 0.531±0.037 is determined from the first moment of
the GPD,

R 1
0 dx xH

q
v(x, t = 0) = A

q
v(0) from the global

data fits with average values Au
v (0) = 0.261 ± 0.005 and

A
d
v(0) = 0.109±0.005. The model uncertainty (red band)

includes the uncertainties in a and µ0 [78]. We also in-
dicate the di↵erence between our results and global fits
in Fig. 2. The t-dependence of Hq

v(x, t) is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Since our PDFs scale as q(x) ⇠ x

�1/2 for small-x,
the Kuti-Weisskopf behavior for the non-singlet structure
functions F2p(x) � F2n(x) ⇠ x(uv(x) � dv(x)) ⇠ x

1/2 is
satisfied [79, 80].

FIG. 2. Di↵erence between our PDF results and global fits.

Helicity-Flip Distributions

The spin-flip GPDs E
q
v(x, t) = e

q
v(x) exp [tf(x)] follow

from the flavor Pauli FFs in [56] given in terms of twist-4
and twist-6 contributions

e
q
v(x) = �q [(1 � �q) q⌧=4(x) + �q q⌧=6(x)] , (18)

normalized to the flavor anomalous magnetic momentR 1
0 dx e

q
v(x) = �q, with �u = 2�p + �n = 1.673 and

�d = 2�n + �p = �2.033. The factors �u and �d are

�u ⌘ 2�p�p + �n�n

2�p + �n
, �d ⌘ 2�n�n + �p�p

2�n + �p
, (19)

where the higher Fock probabilities �p,n represent the
large distance pion contribution and have the values �p =
0.27 and �n = 0.38 [56]. Our results for E

q
v(x, t) are

displayed in Fig. 3.

PRL 120,182001 gets good fit
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f(x) ≡
q3(x)
q4(x)

x

x

f(x) is the ratio we needed to understand the EMC effect

R =
qM

q
= 1 + δ

1 − f
1 + f

, δ =
|U |

EP − EB + (EP − EB)2 + 4V2

N=Z nuclei



 
R =

qM

q
= 1 + δ

1 − f
1 + f
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EP − EB + (EP − EB)2 + 4V2
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Because these data are at somewhat lower Q2 than
previous high-x results, typically Q2=5 or 10 GeV2 for
SLAC E139 [2], extensive measurements were made to
verify that our result is independent of Q2. The struc-
ture functions were extracted at several Q2 values and
found to be consistent with scaling violations expected
from QCD down to Q2 ! 3 GeV2 for W 2 " 1.5 GeV2,
while the structure functions ratios show no Q2 depen-
dence. Figure 1 shows the carbon to deuteron ratio for
the five highest Q2 settings (the lowest and middle Q2

values were measured with a 5 GeV beam energy). There
is no systematic Q2 dependence in the EMC ratios, even
at the largest x values, consistent with the observation
of previous measurements [3].

x

σ
C
/σ

D Q2=4.06
Q2=4.50
Q2=4.83
Q2=5.33
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Carbon EMC ratios [10] for the five
highest Q2 settings (Q2 quoted at x = 0.75). Uncertainties
are the combined statistical and point-to-point systematic.
The solid curve is the SLAC fit [2] to the Carbon EMC ratio.

For all further results, we show the ratios obtained
from the 40! data (filled squares in Fig. 1). While there
are data at 50! (open circles) for all nuclei, the statis-
tical precision is noticeably worse, and there are much
larger corrections for charge symmetric background and
Coulomb distortion (for heavier nuclei).

The EMC ratios for 12C, 9Be, and 4He are shown in
Fig. 2 along with results from previous SLAC extractions.
The 4He and 12C results are in good agreement with the
SLAC results, with much better precision for 4He in the
new results. While the agreement for 9Be does not ap-
pear to be as good, the two data sets are in excellent
agreement if we use the same isoscalar correction as E139
(see below) and take into account the normalization un-
certainties in the two data sets. In all cases, the new data
extend to higher x, although at lower W 2 values than the
SLAC ratios. The EMC ratio for 4He is comparable to
12C, suggesting that the modification is dependent on the
average nuclear density, which is similar for 4He and 12C,
rather than a function of nuclear mass.

Figure 3 shows the EMC ratio for 3He, with the low-x
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FIG. 2: (Color online) EMC ratios for 12C, 9Be, and 4He [10],
compared to SLAC [2]. The 9Be results include a correc-
tion for the neutron excess (see text). Closed (open) circles
denote W 2 above (below) 2 GeV2. The solid curve is the
A-dependent fit to the SLAC data, while the dashed curve
is the fit to 12C. Normalization uncertainties are shown in
parentheses for both measurements.

data from HERMES. Note that the HERMES 3He data
have been renormalized by a factor of 1.009 based on
comparisons of their 14N EMC e!ect and the NMC 12C
result [11]. We show both the measured cross section
ratio (squares) and the “isoscalar” ratio (circles), where
the 3He result is corrected for the proton excess. Previ-
ous high-x EMC measurements used a correction based
on an extraction of the F2n/F2p ratio for free nucleons
from high Q2 measurements of F2d/F2p. We use global
fits [12, 13] to the free proton and neutron cross sections
evaluated at the kinematics of our measurement and then
broadened using the convolution procedure of Ref. [14] to
yield the neutron-to-proton cross section ratio in nuclei.
Using the “smeared” proton and neutron cross section
ratios more accurately reflects the correction that should
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Table 5. Key measurements in e + A collisions at an EIC to explore the dynamics of quarks and gluons in a nucleus in the
non-saturation regime.

Deliverables Observables What we learn

Collective Ratios R2 Q2 evolution: onset of DGLAP violation, beyond DGLAP

nuclear e!ects from inclusive DIS A-dependence of shadowing and antishadowing

at intermediate x Initial conditions for small-x evolution

Transport Production of light Color neutralization: mass dependence of hadronization

coe"cients in and heavy hadrons, Multiple scattering and mass dependence of energy loss

nuclear matter and jets in SIDIS Medium e!ect of heavy quarkonium production

Nuclear density Hadron production Transverse momentum broadening of produced hadrons

and its fluctuation in SIDIS Azimuthal !-modulation of produced hadrons
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Fig. 56. The ratio of nuclear over nucleon F2 structure func-
tion, R2, as a function of Bjorken x, with data from existing
fixed target DIS experiments at Q2 > 1GeV2, along with the
QCD global fit from EPS09 [176]. Also shown is the expected
kinematic coverage of the inclusive measurements at the EIC.
The purple error band is the expected systematic uncertainty
at the EIC assuming a ±2% (a total of 4%) systematic er-
ror, while the statistical uncertainty is expected to be much
smaller.

high-energy proton collisions with a momentum transfer
larger than 2GeV (corresponding to hard scatterings tak-
ing place at a distance less than one tenth of a femtome-
ter).

Are the quarks and gluons in a nucleus confined within
the individual nucleons? Or does the nuclear environment
significantly a!ect their distributions? The EMC experi-
ment at CERN [213] and experiments in the following two
decades clearly revealed that the momentum distribution
of quarks in a fast-moving nucleus is not a simple super-
position of their distributions within nucleons. Instead,
the measured ratio of nuclear over nucleon structure func-
tions, as defined in eq. (23), follows a non-trivial function
of Bjorken x, significantly di!erent from unity, and shows
the suppression as x decreases, as shown in fig. 56. The ob-
served suppression at x ! 0.01, which is often referred to
as the phenomenon of nuclear shadowing, is much stronger
than what the Fermi motion of nucleons inside a nucleus
could account for. This discovery sparked a worldwide ef-

fort to study the properties of quarks and gluons and their
dynamics in the nuclear environment both experimentally
and theoretically.

Using the same very successful QCD formulation at
the leading power in Q for proton scattering, and using
the DGLAP evolution for the scale dependence of par-
ton momentum distributions, several QCD global analy-
ses have been able to fit the observed non-trivial nuclear
dependence of existing data, attributing all observed nu-
clear dependences —including its x-dependence and nu-
clear atomic weight A-dependence— to a set of nucleus-
dependent quark and gluon distributions at an input scale
Q0 ! 1GeV [176,178,179]. As an example, the fitting re-
sult of Eskola et al. is plotted along with the data on the
ratio of the F2 structure function of calcium divided by
that of deuterium in fig. 56, where the dark blue band
indicates the uncertainty of the EPS09 fit [176]. The suc-
cess of the QCD global analyses clearly indicates that the
response of the nuclear cross-section to the variation of
the probing momentum scale Q ! Q0 is insensitive to the
nuclear structure, since the DGLAP evolution itself does
not introduce any nuclear dependence. However, it does
not answer the fundamental questions: Why are the par-
ton distributions in a nucleus so di!erent from those in a
free nucleon at the probing scale Q0? How do the nuclear
structure and QCD dynamics determine the distributions
of quarks and gluons in a nucleus?

The nucleus is a “molecule” in QCD, made of nucleons
—which, in turn, are bound states of quarks and gluons.
Unlike the molecule in QED, nucleons in the nucleus are
packed next to each other, and there are many soft gluons
inside nucleons when probed at small x. The DIS probe
has a high resolution in transverse size ! 1/Q. But its
resolution in the longitudinal direction, which is propor-
tional to 1/xp ! 1/Q, is not necessarily sharp in com-
parison with the Lorentz contracted size of a light-speed
nucleus, ! 2RA(m/p), with nuclear radius RA " A1/3

and the Lorentz contraction factor m/p and nucleon mass
m. That is, when 1/xp > 2RA(m/p), or at a small
x ! 1/2mRA ! 0.01, the DIS probe could interact coher-
ently with quarks and gluons of all nucleons at the same
impact parameter of the largest nucleus moving nearly
at the speed of light, p # m. The destructive interfer-
ence of the coherent multiple scattering could lead to a

High	Precision	data!	
JLab	
(2019)	

Schmookler	et	al.,	
Nature	(2019)	
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Because these data are at somewhat lower Q2 than
previous high-x results, typically Q2=5 or 10 GeV2 for
SLAC E139 [2], extensive measurements were made to
verify that our result is independent of Q2. The struc-
ture functions were extracted at several Q2 values and
found to be consistent with scaling violations expected
from QCD down to Q2 ! 3 GeV2 for W 2 " 1.5 GeV2,
while the structure functions ratios show no Q2 depen-
dence. Figure 1 shows the carbon to deuteron ratio for
the five highest Q2 settings (the lowest and middle Q2

values were measured with a 5 GeV beam energy). There
is no systematic Q2 dependence in the EMC ratios, even
at the largest x values, consistent with the observation
of previous measurements [3].
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Carbon EMC ratios [10] for the five
highest Q2 settings (Q2 quoted at x = 0.75). Uncertainties
are the combined statistical and point-to-point systematic.
The solid curve is the SLAC fit [2] to the Carbon EMC ratio.

For all further results, we show the ratios obtained
from the 40! data (filled squares in Fig. 1). While there
are data at 50! (open circles) for all nuclei, the statis-
tical precision is noticeably worse, and there are much
larger corrections for charge symmetric background and
Coulomb distortion (for heavier nuclei).

The EMC ratios for 12C, 9Be, and 4He are shown in
Fig. 2 along with results from previous SLAC extractions.
The 4He and 12C results are in good agreement with the
SLAC results, with much better precision for 4He in the
new results. While the agreement for 9Be does not ap-
pear to be as good, the two data sets are in excellent
agreement if we use the same isoscalar correction as E139
(see below) and take into account the normalization un-
certainties in the two data sets. In all cases, the new data
extend to higher x, although at lower W 2 values than the
SLAC ratios. The EMC ratio for 4He is comparable to
12C, suggesting that the modification is dependent on the
average nuclear density, which is similar for 4He and 12C,
rather than a function of nuclear mass.

Figure 3 shows the EMC ratio for 3He, with the low-x
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FIG. 2: (Color online) EMC ratios for 12C, 9Be, and 4He [10],
compared to SLAC [2]. The 9Be results include a correc-
tion for the neutron excess (see text). Closed (open) circles
denote W 2 above (below) 2 GeV2. The solid curve is the
A-dependent fit to the SLAC data, while the dashed curve
is the fit to 12C. Normalization uncertainties are shown in
parentheses for both measurements.

data from HERMES. Note that the HERMES 3He data
have been renormalized by a factor of 1.009 based on
comparisons of their 14N EMC e!ect and the NMC 12C
result [11]. We show both the measured cross section
ratio (squares) and the “isoscalar” ratio (circles), where
the 3He result is corrected for the proton excess. Previ-
ous high-x EMC measurements used a correction based
on an extraction of the F2n/F2p ratio for free nucleons
from high Q2 measurements of F2d/F2p. We use global
fits [12, 13] to the free proton and neutron cross sections
evaluated at the kinematics of our measurement and then
broadened using the convolution procedure of Ref. [14] to
yield the neutron-to-proton cross section ratio in nuclei.
Using the “smeared” proton and neutron cross section
ratios more accurately reflects the correction that should
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Table 5. Key measurements in e + A collisions at an EIC to explore the dynamics of quarks and gluons in a nucleus in the
non-saturation regime.

Deliverables Observables What we learn

Collective Ratios R2 Q2 evolution: onset of DGLAP violation, beyond DGLAP

nuclear e!ects from inclusive DIS A-dependence of shadowing and antishadowing

at intermediate x Initial conditions for small-x evolution

Transport Production of light Color neutralization: mass dependence of hadronization

coe"cients in and heavy hadrons, Multiple scattering and mass dependence of energy loss

nuclear matter and jets in SIDIS Medium e!ect of heavy quarkonium production

Nuclear density Hadron production Transverse momentum broadening of produced hadrons

and its fluctuation in SIDIS Azimuthal !-modulation of produced hadrons
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Fig. 56. The ratio of nuclear over nucleon F2 structure func-
tion, R2, as a function of Bjorken x, with data from existing
fixed target DIS experiments at Q2 > 1GeV2, along with the
QCD global fit from EPS09 [176]. Also shown is the expected
kinematic coverage of the inclusive measurements at the EIC.
The purple error band is the expected systematic uncertainty
at the EIC assuming a ±2% (a total of 4%) systematic er-
ror, while the statistical uncertainty is expected to be much
smaller.

high-energy proton collisions with a momentum transfer
larger than 2GeV (corresponding to hard scatterings tak-
ing place at a distance less than one tenth of a femtome-
ter).

Are the quarks and gluons in a nucleus confined within
the individual nucleons? Or does the nuclear environment
significantly a!ect their distributions? The EMC experi-
ment at CERN [213] and experiments in the following two
decades clearly revealed that the momentum distribution
of quarks in a fast-moving nucleus is not a simple super-
position of their distributions within nucleons. Instead,
the measured ratio of nuclear over nucleon structure func-
tions, as defined in eq. (23), follows a non-trivial function
of Bjorken x, significantly di!erent from unity, and shows
the suppression as x decreases, as shown in fig. 56. The ob-
served suppression at x ! 0.01, which is often referred to
as the phenomenon of nuclear shadowing, is much stronger
than what the Fermi motion of nucleons inside a nucleus
could account for. This discovery sparked a worldwide ef-

fort to study the properties of quarks and gluons and their
dynamics in the nuclear environment both experimentally
and theoretically.

Using the same very successful QCD formulation at
the leading power in Q for proton scattering, and using
the DGLAP evolution for the scale dependence of par-
ton momentum distributions, several QCD global analy-
ses have been able to fit the observed non-trivial nuclear
dependence of existing data, attributing all observed nu-
clear dependences —including its x-dependence and nu-
clear atomic weight A-dependence— to a set of nucleus-
dependent quark and gluon distributions at an input scale
Q0 ! 1GeV [176,178,179]. As an example, the fitting re-
sult of Eskola et al. is plotted along with the data on the
ratio of the F2 structure function of calcium divided by
that of deuterium in fig. 56, where the dark blue band
indicates the uncertainty of the EPS09 fit [176]. The suc-
cess of the QCD global analyses clearly indicates that the
response of the nuclear cross-section to the variation of
the probing momentum scale Q ! Q0 is insensitive to the
nuclear structure, since the DGLAP evolution itself does
not introduce any nuclear dependence. However, it does
not answer the fundamental questions: Why are the par-
ton distributions in a nucleus so di!erent from those in a
free nucleon at the probing scale Q0? How do the nuclear
structure and QCD dynamics determine the distributions
of quarks and gluons in a nucleus?

The nucleus is a “molecule” in QCD, made of nucleons
—which, in turn, are bound states of quarks and gluons.
Unlike the molecule in QED, nucleons in the nucleus are
packed next to each other, and there are many soft gluons
inside nucleons when probed at small x. The DIS probe
has a high resolution in transverse size ! 1/Q. But its
resolution in the longitudinal direction, which is propor-
tional to 1/xp ! 1/Q, is not necessarily sharp in com-
parison with the Lorentz contracted size of a light-speed
nucleus, ! 2RA(m/p), with nuclear radius RA " A1/3

and the Lorentz contraction factor m/p and nucleon mass
m. That is, when 1/xp > 2RA(m/p), or at a small
x ! 1/2mRA ! 0.01, the DIS probe could interact coher-
ently with quarks and gluons of all nucleons at the same
impact parameter of the largest nucleus moving nearly
at the speed of light, p # m. The destructive interfer-
ence of the coherent multiple scattering could lead to a

High	Precision	data!	
JLab	
(2019)	

Schmookler	et	al.,	
Nature	(2019)	
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Figure 3: EMC ratio with Helium.

Figure 4: EMC Ratio with Carbon
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δ is large |U | ∼ 150 MeV



Summary
• Basic model is suppression of point like configurations, PLC 
• Light  front holographic QCD, based duality with a gravitational theory in 5 dimensions 

provides distribution functions (x) for PLC and BLC components 
• x dependence accounts for EMC effect 

• Values of parameter  need to describe  data indicate large virtuality is needed, so 
SRC explanation seems favored over mean field

δ

11
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Dmitriy (Dima) Kim



Spares follow
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Implication of model

13

The two state model has a ground state |Ni and an excited state |N⇤i

|NiM = |Ni+ (✏M � ✏)|N⇤i

The nucleus contains excited states of the nucleon

These configurations are the origin of high x EMC ratios



next topic Deep Inelastic 
Scattering from nuclei

14

e

P

Q

k+=x P+

The 1982 EMC effect involves deep 
inelastic scattering from nuclei 

⌫, Q2

EMC= European Muon Collaboration

19. Structure functions 13
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Figure 19.4: The bands are x times the unpolarized parton distributions f(x)
(where f = uv, dv, u, d, s ! s̄, c = c̄, b = b̄, g) obtained in NNLO NNPDF2.3 global
analysis [45] at scales µ2 = 10 GeV2 and µ2 = 104 GeV2, with !s(M2

Z) = 0.118.
The analogous results obtained in the NNLO MSTW analysis [43] can be found in
Ref. [62].

where we have used F !
2 = 2xF !

T + F !
L , not to be confused with F !

2 of Sec. 19.2. Complete
formulae are given, for example, in the comprehensive review of Ref. 80.

The hadronic photon structure function, F !
2 , evolves with increasing Q2 from

the ‘hadron-like’ behavior, calculable via the vector-meson-dominance model, to the
dominating ‘point-like’ behaviour, calculable in perturbative QCD. Due to the point-like
coupling, the logarithmic evolution of F !

2 with Q2 has a positive slope for all values of x,
see Fig. 19.15. The ‘loss’ of quarks at large x due to gluon radiation is over-compensated
by the ‘creation’ of quarks via the point-like " " qq̄ coupling. The logarithmic evolution
was first predicted in the quark–parton model ("!" " qq̄) [81,82], and then in QCD in
the limit of large Q2 [83]. The evolution is now known to NLO [84–86]. The NLO data
analyses to determine the parton densities of the photon can be found in [87–89].

19.5. Di!ractive DIS (DDIS)

Some 10% of DIS events are di!ractive, "!p " X + p, in which the slightly deflected
proton and the cluster X of outgoing hadrons are well-separated in rapidity. Besides
x and Q2, two extra variables are needed to describe a DDIS event: the fraction xIP
of the proton’s momentum transferred across the rapidity gap and t, the square of the
4-momentum transfer of the proton. The DDIS data [90,91] are usually analyzed using
two levels of factorization. First, the di!ractive structure function FD

2 satisfies collinear

August 21, 2014 13:18

Nucleon from PDG

q

k 

x =
Q2

2P · q =
k0 + k3

P 0 + P 3
=

k+
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=
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Nucleons and pions 
PA+ = PN+  + Pπ+  =MA 

 Pπ+ /MA =.04, explain EMC,  sea enhanced 
try Drell-Yan, Bickerstaff, Birse, Miller 84

proton(x1) nucleus(x2)
x1

x2
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Nucleons and pions 
PA+ = PN+  + Pπ+  =MA 

 Pπ+ /MA =.04, explain EMC,  sea enhanced 
try Drell-Yan, Bickerstaff, Birse, Miller 84

proton(x1) nucleus(x2)
x1

x2

E772 PRL 69,1726 (92)

�DY (Fe)

�DY (2H)

Bertsch, Frankfurt, Strikman“crisis”  
15



One thing I learned since ‘85
• Nucleon/pion  model is not cool

Deep Inelastic scattering from nuclei-nucleons 
only free structure function

• Hugenholz van Hove 
theorem  nuclear stability 
implies (in rest frame) 
P+=P- =MA 

• P+   =A(MN - 8 MeV) 
• average nucleon k+ 
   k+=MN-8 MeV, Not much 

spread  
   F2A/A~F2N no EMC effect

Binding  causes no 
EMC effect

Momentum sum rule-  
matrix element of energy 
momentum tensor

16


